Dr. Silver Engaged To Be Dean

After a long week of student protests, Dr. Belkin finally submitted and installed former English professor, Dr. Silver, as the new dean of Stern College.

On Tuesday night, February 26, an emergency Student Council meeting was held to discuss prevalent student dissatisfaction at the fact that Stern College has a male dean. As Observer Editor, Guglielmo Gediman pointed out, "There's no reason why Stern, which has been progressive in other areas, should not follow suit with this area too. Stern College should be headed by a woman!" Then Senator Secretary, Frieda Wallach explained that the only way to get the faculty and administration to act was to present them with a concrete suggestion. At this, a freshman jumped up and screamed, "I've got a concrete suggestion!" She was quickly silenced. Then senior, Sharon Twersky made the motion that Dr. Silver be named as the new dean. The motion was unanimously passed, and Student Council President, Sherry Appelbaum, announced that this would be a specially sponsored activity of Student Council.

At the first Senate Agenda Committee refused to schedule this proposal out of respect for Senator Dean Mirsky. However, Dean Mirsky insisted that he be scheduled. When students learned that he was scheduled to be discussed next year, they united in a uniform picket-line which lasted four days. Senate then held an emergency meeting. Students argued that they felt that a female dean would be more sympathetic to their special problems. Students also pointed out that more students felt close to Dr. Silver than to Dean Mirsky, and that a good support between students and administration was highly important. The proposal was finally settled and the Faculty Assembly meeting that evening. After two days of debate, the Board of Trustees approved this revolutionary new step.

In a brief installation ceremony this morning, Dr. Belkin stated that he hopes his step would improve student administration relations. Then President Mirsky spoke. "The students could not have selected a more capable replacement for me. I'm really going to enjoy returning to full time teaching here. The only worry now is that I'm coming up for tenure." Then Dean Silver, formally on the verge of losing her job because the seniors will visit Fort Dix, "This is all terribly ironic. Thank you."
Crime And Punishment

As of March 10, 1974, the school's new hotpots laws will go into effect. These new laws, pushed through by Governor Marmorstein, are the strictest laws passed to date. The new hotpots laws are an attempt to crack down on the increased surreptitious use of hard core cooking utensils.

In an exclusive interview, Marmorstein stated that the problem is well out of hand. "Chernny students have been known to cook such harmful and addictive foods as MTJ, vegetable broth, yellow waxed beans, and poppers. The dire effects of such practices are untold.

However, there are some high government officials who claim that the law serves as a result of political maneuvering. They claim that Parker Industries has contributed to Governor Marmorstein's campaign in return for the cooking crackdown.

Under the new laws, the violations and penalties have been defined as follows:

**Misdemeanor**
- cooking on radiator or under hot tap water or between sheets frozen
- roasting or possession of spaghetti
- making roasting chcments on single burner hotplate cooking Chinese dinner for two or smelling up hall

**3rd degree**
- possession of double burner hotplate or possession of rape, matches, cans of gas or making study hall lights for fire wood

**1st degree cooking**
- lighting Shabbos Candles

*12 years at Stern without chance for parole*

*2-3 years hard labor in registrar's office*

*10 years in periodic room solitary confinement*

*8 consecutive years of Jewish History*

**life imprisonment in Stern dorm, with no hope or pardon**

Kiddish Keit

When a boy becomes thirteen years old, it is his importance to become an altar yid. His parents send him to Bar Mivkah school so he can learn what he's going to do. He must put on his tashkideh every day and kiss his amnasees, and he must wear his tefillin everyday. He must go to shul to hear the Chames service, and he must recite the Shmos Elegy. Parents and teachers should teach their children about Russian Summer and Yankee Clipper when everyone gets sick from falling. Then comes Sickers when they all get the Sicker and get sick. That's when grandma comes with his bals and hardnic to show everyone. And then there's Passover, when everyone goes to grandma's house to eat a seder. Grandma sits there with a yed on her head, and also, we wear a long cap of tea. That's when the youngest child recites the four questions. That is the story that begins with Hameshachris hachnush mishul halikho. After this, it is the father's turn to hide the afikomen.

Parents should teach their children about Chanakos. That is when we light Chanakos all they put in a large marshmallow. In school, children play the Chanakos pond. Then there is Barron when everyone gets drunk. Everybody goes to grandpa's house to eat Shabbos.

Rabbi should teach students Jewish History about Yankel O'weiny and Moshe Lahini, also about Judah Macaroni and King David Crockett.

Friday the slowest Shabbos and therefore called Arab Shabbos.

One should not eat meat unless it is killed by a skala while the Mosheh is WATCHING.

Children should be grateful to their parents for working Shabbos and Yom Tov to bring them up as good Jews. They should try to give their parents a lot of Menucha.

 tremendously sorry that I have to come to you with these seemingly foolish problems, but the manager is nowhere to be found—over.

Sarah

Letters To The Editor

Dear Mr. Brookdale: I am fed up with the loud service here. You call this a "Barb? I get better service in a gas station.

When I ring for room service, I expect service—I don't want to be connected to a party line! The main problem here is male service. If the maid finds it difficult to move my bed in order to vacuum under it, I would be delighted to move it for her.

Sarah

I SUPPORT STERN'S DRESS CODE
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Belchin gets new masters

After much delay, Yeshiva University President Soloma Bambush announced that at some unspecified hour this fall, Y.U. plans to open a graduate school leading to the conferral of the M.B.B. degree, Master of the Bureaucratic Method. Until that date, Y.U. students have been trained in the bureaucratic process, having been exposed to its intricacies in their college careers.

The recent announcement of the opening of the new school led Dr. Belchin to make the following statement:

"In addition, informed sources stated that eliminating the controversial families of sociological, psychological, and social science, leading experts in today's society, in men and women in particular. We cannot understand how people say we're not liberal," declared Reichwein.

Have I got a boy/chick for you!

Are you tired of dating Y.C. the future. Stern women will no longer have to tolerate immature, egotistical Y.C. bums. Instead, they will be able to meet the "cream of the Y.C. crop." Nancy and Irwin Appel plan to schedule special mixers where a brilliant Y.C. will be present, and afterwards students can get acquainted over cookies and punch. "This is about as far as Y.C. can go," Irwin reportedly said: Nancy adds this will definitely be better than staring at the audience during the Y.A. annual assembly.

Belchin making statement for Mirsky.

"We see no harm in having had much experience teaching, headed by the writer's family: Doris Snyder, Chanyuck, Ridkin, Leider, and Irwin hope to Shiddichim Activities Committee schedule special

Faculty scatologized

It is a common belief that many animals have been based on real personalities. The world-famous scatologist, Dr. Sharp Yick, has related this theory in his recent book, that Old Familiar Feeling. In it, he has developed a revolutionary hypothesis that, contrary to this belief, many well-known individuals are really based on fictional characters.

In support of this theory, he offers the following data:

Sleepy-Dr. Appel
Snoopy-Rabbi Shardon
Dog-Dr. Rosenblum
Grumpys-Stuent Studen
Snow White-Ms. Shaw

Simple Simon-Dr. Bar
Mother Goose-Dr. Konigsherr
The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe-Mrs. Milner
Rapunzel-Dr. Puts
The Pied Piper of Hamelin-Dr. Robinson
Sleeping Beauty-The Dormitory Night Guard
Little Jack Horser-Prof. Waxman

Alice in Wonderland-Ms. Rick
The Cheshire Cat-Mrs. Shimmel
The Mad Hatter-Dr. Rosenblum
The March Harle-Dr. Havac
Twinkle-Toe & Twinkle-Toe-Dean Minsky & Mrs. Reif
The Queen of Hearts-Dr. Grupe

Gigliotta-Prof. Silverman
Pinochio-Ms. Coleson

All Ten Flappers-Dean Minsky

The Little Rascals-Student Council
Winnie the Pooh-Dr. Krubin
Captain Bluey-Dr. Rosenblum
The Sorcerer's Apprentice-Dr. Martin
The Tortoise-Rabbi Weiss
Grumpies-Rabbi Schacter

Dum-Dum-Blondie-Rabbi & Mrs. Finkelman
Howrah-Queen Marie the Magician-Rabbi German
Frogs-Dr. Eidelberg
Hooro Eddy, See no Evil, Speak no Evil-Dr. Rosenblum

Shores Co-op Students-Little Women
Y.U. Boys-Little Men

The Wolf in "Little Red Riding Hood"-Janyee Klein
Old Mother Hubbard's Cupboard-Y.U.'s Affiliation to the Student Council
Humpty-Dumpty-Rabbi Greene
Tarsus-Dr. Rosenblum
The Bride of Frankenstein-Dr. Isaack
Jekyll and Hyde-Dr. Finkelstein
The Mummy-Rabbi Weiss

Disco_tcbers-Dr. Rozoff

The Heiluness Beware-Dr. Rosenblum

The USSR Exiles
Silvernitsyn

The USSR, the Union for Slaghearing Stern's Responsible teachers, headed by Premier Mirsky and Party Leader Reichwein, informed today that they were exiling Carolloe and Silvernitsyn, who wrote The Gesundheit Hebron, an expose showing how Stern favors Jews such as Goldbergs, Steinbergs, Sternbergs, Shadans, and Irwins.

Reichwein, speaking for Mirsky, and that soon to be exiled would be other members of the writer's family: Doris Shadans, Nancy Mirsky, and the youngest member of the family, Leo Shadans.

"This will eliminate a great problem for Stern—but that of in-filtrating markis ideas into young minds. It's Shakespeare, & Browning, to name a few, will have no chance to corrupt the pristine mind of the Stern girl," declared Reichwein.

Director of the Bird-Watcher Club, the Stern College Bird-Watcher Club, on a recent field trip to the wilds of Washington Heights observed many interesting species and birds of nature. In the interest of science, they have filed the following report on species sighted:

Wyipus implitis-exhibit frequent migratory patterns southward toward favorite resting grounds, Blue Lagoon. Next, they are often heard emitting a distinct, high pitched call from their perching perch—they seldom get off their tail feathers. Seems they're all chrip, no action.

Wyipus trimufs-characteristic plumage is black with white around the ankles. They are rarely seen outside of the Ben Medrais except at times of feistic attempts of socialization. Unable to adapt to changes in environment and often rejects any slightly foreign species.

Wyipus promenads—the most aggressive species observed, this predator has been known to attack members of its own kind. Swears to uphold the hipocratic oath, this bird eagerly demonstrates Darwin's principles of survival of the fittest. The over population of this group has resulted in the formation of new migratory patterns which often branch off to Brusseal and Guadalupea. Fierce competition is rarely held only by the species Wyipus promenadis.

Wyipus minos-the author of this study erroneously sought to observe this type in mirynsa and shir. They were actively seen flucked about the Blue Lagoon, nest unsuccessfully attempting to attract the indifferent female

Ornithological Order
Observes Oddities

Yasuee Uluwus

Bird whose only response is "cheep, cheep, cheep." They exhibit many of the characteristics of Wyipus implitis although they have more colorful plumage and corneredarkness. It is only through the shrill calls of the keeper, "You can't get there. Back into the nest," that this species is kept in line.

Wyipus visiers—rumors of the existence of this species abounded but were not substantiated by this study. Any observing this apparently extinct bird should contact the authors for confirmation.

Wyipus administrata—this rarely observed species is believed by a mutant farm due to excessive inbreeding. Their main characteristic is a forked tongue. Caution is advised when dealing with this species as many are affiliated with the disease known as "Albino Bird" caused by red tapeworm.

In doing this study, it was noted that in general, these species are decreasing in number due to the mutation of the Tumoral form which promises to provide interesting study for future study.

Q: Why do people call Mr. Marmstein "the colonel"?
A: Because he makes "Kentucky Fried Chicken" on his matches.

Q: What's the difference between a sociologist and a sociometrist?
A: According to Dr. Bar, there is no difference.
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Best Seller List

1. Much Ado About Nothing—Dr. Krumbein
2. Gidget Grows Up—Mrs. Shimoff
3. Everything You Wanted to Know About Sex but Were Afraid to Ask—Dr. Shores
4. Soil on Fire—Mr. Klein
5. Female Elephant—Ms. Shaw
6. Comedy of Errors—Mrs. Rames
7. Green Eggs and Ham—Dr. Klein
8. Slaughterhouse Five—Dr. Silver, Rabbi Green, Dr. Goldberg
9. Sin of the Century—Mrs. Fujiwara
10. The Promise—The Y.U. Administration

The Promise—The Y.U. Administration

The Exorcist—Rabbi Weins
15. To Sir With Love—Rabbi Kerman
16. The Hardy Boys—Dr. Feinstein & Dr. Havanese
17. For What the Butler Saw—Dr. Robinson
18. Love and Let Die—Nurse Dinne
19. The Peter Principle—Dudai's Office
20. Future Shock—Senior Class

Much Masochism and the Single Girl

What masochistic impulse compels me to subject myself once more to this torture? Why do I repeatedly enter the lion's den, stick my toes in cold water, put my hand into the fire? Why do I accept blind dates? "It's your gambling nature and you love adventure," myself tell me. "Grin and bear it and if you have your own money." That's easy—what happens if someone from Stern sees you out with him?" I tell him I have to use the lady's room and I'll slip away. He probably wouldn't notice anyway. That's it—let him turn the corner and poof! I'll just vanish into thin air, he'll never know what happened.

Boo. What a winner! I'm sure that's him. He's two locks away. He's two inches away. He's wearing 2 hours and 29 minutes left, great. When Redbein Ochre saw me asked to comment on the game, she sighed, "A nuttin' Vast" (waste of effort.

Parker's Builds

Strong Bodies

Brookdale is where it's at, Babe!